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Abstract
Incremental spoken dialogue systems, which process user input as it unfolds, pose additional
engineering challenges compared to more standard non-incremental systems: Their processing
components must be able to accept partial, and possibly subsequently revised input, and must
produce output that is at the same time as accurate as possible and delivered with as little delay as
possible. In this article, we define metrics that measure how well a given processor meets these
challenges, and we identify types of gold standards for evaluation. We exemplify these metrics in
the evaluation of several incremental processors that we have developed. We also present generic
means to optimise some of the measures, if certain trade-offs are accepted. We believe that this
work will help enable principled comparison of components for incremental dialogue systems and
portability of results.
Keywords: evaluation, incrementality, spoken dialogue systems, incremental processing, timing

1. Introduction
Recent work (Aist et al. 2007, Skantze and Schlangen 2009, Skantze and Hjalmarsson 2010) has
shown that incremental dialogue systems, that is, dialogue systems which process user input while
it is still ongoing, offer the potential to increase user satisfaction through more natural behaviour.
Research on how to build such systems, however, is in its infancy, and there are so far no agreed
upon standards for how to develop, nor how to evaluate such systems or—as dialogue systems are
typically built in a modular fashion—their components. We address the latter question, of how to
specify and evaluate such components, which we call incremental processors, in this article.
Typical processing components in dialogue systems are speech recognition, parsers (often with
grammars that are more semantically than syntactically motivated), dialogue act recognition, dialogue
management, language generation and text-to-speech synthesis (Allen et al. 2000, Larsson and Traum
2000). Of these, all except dialogue managers are used in, and are often most actively developed
for, other computational linguistics tasks. Even in non-incremental dialogue systems, adaptation
and combination of processing components developed for other tasks is not trivial. Turning such
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processors into incremental processors, i. e. enabling them to generate partial results given partial
input that may come from other incremental components in the system, poses additional challenges:
How can the desired behaviour with respect to the abilities of accepting partial, possibly uncertain
and subsequently revised input, and of producing incrementally growing and improving output, be
described, and actual behaviour be evaluated? Incrementality adds a temporal dimension to the
evaluation problem: There is no longer just one final output of a processor that needs to be evaluated;
potentially, there is a sequence of such outputs, whose appropriateness given the itself partial input
must be judged, as well as its “stability” over time and the timeliness of its production.
In this article, we approach these challenges ‘from the outside’, as it were, by abstractly describing
requirements for incremental processors, and deriving from this description metrics for evaluating
their performance. We bring together in a unified framework our own previous work on evaluating
incremental processors we have developed for our own purposes, and show how this framework
can be used to compare this work to attempts by other groups. We also demonstrate how our
conceptualisation of the desired outputs allows for the development of generic optimisation techniques
that can improve incremental processors along certain parameters. It is our hope that this specification
of an evaluation framework will be a valuable contribution to the developing field of incremental
dialogue systems, by offering metrics that make work comparable and hence may help achieve the
goal of building a toolbox of plug-and-play components.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows: We discuss previous work addressing the
evaluation of incremental processing components and similar work in the following section. In
Section 3, we explain our notion of incremental processing and some of the challenges involved in
devising incremental processors. Sections 4 and 5 are the main part of this article where we discuss
our evaluation methodology (in Section 4) and how it can be put to use to characterise processing
components, namely several processors that we have built (in Section 5). In particular, we discuss
two different kinds of gold-standards in Section 4.1 (those including or not including incrementality
information) that can be used in the evaluation of incremental processors. We then discuss how these
different kinds of gold standards can be used in evaluations that target different aspects of incremental
processing: Similarity Metrics (Section 4.2.1), i. e. measures of equality with or similarity to the
gold standard, Timing Metrics (Section 4.2.2), i. e. measures of the timing of relevant phenomena
w. r. t. the gold standard, and Diachronic Metrics (Section 4.2.3), which measure the change of
incremental hypotheses over time. We give a summary of the metrics (Section 4.4) which also
contains a tabular overview (Table 1). Additionally, we exemplify all the metrics presented in the
evaluations (Section 5). Using the considerations about the characteristics of incremental processing
from the previous two sections, we present in Section 6 some generic ways to optimise incremental
processors with respect to some of the metrics. We close with a discussion of possible future work in
Section 7.

2. Previous Work
Accounts of incrementality and incremental processing have been given before (e. g. (Amtrup 1999,
Guhe 2007)). However, most of that work does not systematically deal with the fact that incremental
processing requires that a component be able to “change its mind”, i. e. it requires the possibility for
an incremental processor to revert previously output hypotheses in the light of additional input. This
requirement is described by Schlangen and Skantze (2009), who introduce a model of incremental
processing which supports changes and revocation of previously output hypotheses of an individual
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processor. This allows a processor to output an hypothesis as soon as possible, while keeping the
option of changing or revoking this hypothesis in favour of a different, better one, later on. Significant
changes and extensions in evaluation methodology become necessary for incremental processing
following this approach.
Many problems in spoken language processing have traditionally been tackled incrementally
(e. g. Young et al. (1989)), partially to keep memory requirements low. There are even examples of
early incremental speech understanding systems (Reddy et al. 1976). However, in the system cited
above, incrementality was only seen as a means to improve non-incremental system performance,
and no evaluation of incremental aspects took place. “Consciously incremental” processors for many
different tasks have also been described in the literature (e. g. Wachsmuth et al. (1998), Sagae et al.
(2009), and others mentioned below), and these descriptions usually also include evaluations. An
often-used method here is to use standard metrics (such as word error rate (WER; Hunt (1990)) for
speech recognizers) for comparing a non-incremental process and an incremental processor which
never change their own previously output hypotheses. As this kind of incremental processing is
limited in right context, its results will be worse than non-incremental processing, and the trade-off
between incrementality and degraded results is assessed (e. g. Wachsmuth et al. (1998)).
A notable exception from the tradition of using standard metrics for the evaluation of incremental
processors is (Kato et al. 2004) in the field of incremental parsing, which deals with the evaluation of
incrementally generated partial parse trees. Kato et al. define a partial parse’s validity given partial
input and implement a method for withholding output hypotheses for a given length of time (similarly
to our methods to be presented in Section 6), measuring the imposed average delay of this method
as well as loss in precision compared to non-incremental processing. While this evaluation method
goes some way towards capturing peculiarities of incremental processing, it still cannot account
for the full flexibility of the incremental model by Schlangen and Skantze (2009), which allows for
incremental processors to revise previously output hypotheses so that they may eventually produce
final results that are as good as those generated by their non-incremental counterparts. Such an
incremental processor may trade timeliness of incremental results for quality of final results. As we
will argue here, for this kind of incremental processing evaluation metrics are needed that capture
specifically the incremental aspects of the processors and the evolution over time of incremental
results. What needs to be measured is what happens when, as simply comparing final results of
incremental and non-incremental settings is not enough.
In our own previous work on incremental processors, we have developed metrics—out of
a need to do justice to the complexity of the problem of incremental processing, which wasn’t
captured by standard metrics—for evaluating incremental ASR (Baumann et al. 2009a) and for
balancing incremental quality and responsiveness; for evaluating incremental reference resolution
(Schlangen et al. 2009), where the focus was on measuring the “stability” of hypotheses; for
evaluating incremental natural language understanding more generally (Atterer et al. 2009), looking
at the distribution of certain important events (correct hypothesis first found, and final decision
reached); and finally for n-best processing (Baumann et al. 2009b). It is our goal in the present article
to generalise these metrics; we return to this previous work in Section 5, where we revisit the results
from these papers to illustrate our generalised metrics.
There are similarities between the problems posed by incremental processing and those posed by
what is often called “anytime processing” (Dean and Boddy 1988). Particularly relevant from that
field is Zilberstein (1996), who discusses the evaluation of anytime processing. Anytime processing
is concerned with algorithms that have some result ready at every instant, even when all processing
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Figure 1: Schematic view of relation between input increments and growing output in incremental
processing

possibilities have not yet been exhausted. As noted by Schlangen and Skantze (2009), incremental
processing can be seen as a generalisation of anytime processing, where responses are required also
for partial input. In anytime processing, there exists a trade-off between the processor’s deliberation
time (when to stop a heuristic search) and the quality of results. In incremental processing, the
deliberation time can be seen as the amount of input that the processor awaits before returning a
partial result. Likewise to us arguing that incremental evaluation can not be condensed to one single
performance metric, Zilberstein (1996) notes for anytime processing that “[t]he binary notion of
correctness is replaced with a multivalued quality measure associated with each answer.” He also
introduces quality maps and performance profiles as ways to characterise the “expected output quality
with execution time t” for anytime processors, a notion which we will adjust to relate output quality
to amount of context.

3. Our Notion of Incremental Processing
Incremental processing is concerned with the processing of minimal amounts of input (we call these
input increments) in a piece-meal fashion as soon as they become available (Guhe 2007). Additionally
to consuming input incrementally, we also see production of output while the input is still ongoing as
an integral part of incremental processing (Kilger and Finkler 1995)—without this condition, any
incrementality a processor might possess internally would be unobservable to the outside world.
In this article, we call a processor that consumes input incrementally and generates output
incrementally an incremental processor. We are solely concerned with the evaluation of individual
incremental processors and do not consider the combination of processors to systems. As a consequence, we do not have to consider the inter-play of loops when processors feed back information
to predecessors. In the sense of Wirén (1992, as cited by Guhe (2007)), our processing is ordered
left-to-right. We will detail the input and output of an incremental processor and data structures
suitable for this purpose in the following subsections.
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3.1 Incremental Processors
A schematic example of input and output of an incremental processor is given in Figure 1. The
input, consisting of a sequence of eight input increments, is shown in the top row and the output after
the processing of each input increment is shown in the subsequent rows. The time spanned by the
input increments is shown on the horizontal axis, while the times at which the outputs have been
produced are indicated on the vertical axis. We here assume that the output at some instant t is based
on all input up to t and represent this correspondence also through the width (and alignment) of the
bars representing output in the figure. As an example, output out5 is the output generated at time t5 ,
after all input increments up to and including in5 have been consumed. It is incidental in the figure
that input increment times are equidistant: in many cases, there will be irregular intervals between
increments.
In the discussions in this article, we ignore processing delays imposed by the actual consumption
of input and generation of output by the processor. (In reality, tout
5 , the time at which output out5
has been created would be slightly after tin
,
the
time
at
which
input in5 was consumed.) In the
5
terminology of Guhe (2007), we assume processing times to be bounded, i. e. constant per input
increment, and assume that it is negligible compared to the time spanned by each increment.
Notice that not always is new output being generated after consuming an input increment (there
is no new output after consuming in1 , in4 , and in7 ). This is called moderate (as opposed to massive)
incrementality by Hildebrandt et al. (1999). For anytime processing, Zilberstein (1996) calls the
property of having a result ready at all times interruptibility and notes that any non-interruptible
processor can be made interruptible by caching the most recent result. This holds analogously for
incremental processing.
The figure illustrates that there are two temporal dimensions that are relevant when talking about
incremental processing: One is the time when the output was made, the other is which segment of
the input that output is based on. When evaluating, accuracy of the output should only be determined
relative to the input available, and timeliness of the output should be determined relative to the
relevant input.
3.2 Representing Incremental Data
In Figure 1 we deliberately left out the question of how output should be structured. Finkler (1997)
introduced the distinction between quantitative and qualitative incrementality. In the former, all
output is repeated after every input increment and hence the question of output structure is irrelevant
for evaluation methodology. At the same time, quantitative incrementality does not facilitate building
modular incremental systems, as output from one component cannot easily be fed to a subsequent
component in a piece-meal fashion, as the link between individual bits of information is lost.
Contrastingly, in qualitative incrementality output increments build on the output of the preceding
processing step and the relation between successive outputs can be traced: Does a later output simply
extend an earlier one, or does it (partially) contradict it? Or is there no difference and hence no update
by successive processors is necessary? For this we need to structure the output of an incremental
processor into output increments. Furthermore, we may be interested in tracing which parts of the
input have lead to a certain output increment in order to make more informed decisions in a later
module.
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Figure 2: ASR hypotheses during incremental recognition. Raw ASR hypotheses are shown on the
left, the corresponding IU network on the right, and step-wise edits in the center.

We use the notion of incremental units (IUs), introduced in (Schlangen and Skantze 2009)1 to
arrive at a parsimonious representation for both input and output. IUs are the smallest ‘chunks’ of
information that can trigger a processor into action. IUs typically are part of larger units, for example
as individual words are parts of an utterance. This relation of being part of the same larger unit is
recorded through same level links; the information that was used in creating a given IU is linked to it
via grounded in links.2 As IUs are connected with these links, an IU network emerges that represents
the current output of the processor at the given instant. During incremental processing, the processor
incrementally builds up the network of IUs that will eventually form its final output, once all input
has been consumed.
Figure 2 shows (stylised) output of an incremental speech recognition (ASR) component. In
the figure, ASR is recognising the utterance “Nimm bitte das Kreuz [Take please the cross]” with
intermittent misrecognitions substituting “bis” (“until”) for “bitte” (“please”) and “es” (“it”) for
“das” (“the”). The representation on the left of the figure is similar to that of Figure 1 above, but here
the actual content and structure of the output hypotheses is shown. The rightmost column shows the
IU network as it emerges after each processing step. Each IU contains a word hypothesis and IUs
are connected via same level links, eventually forming an utterance. The middle column lists the
changes that occur between consecutive states of the output IU network.
The current hypothesis (or set of hypotheses), i. e. the current ‘total output’ of an incremental
processor during incremental processing can be read off the output IU network by following the
same level links from the newest IU(s) backwards. Figure 3 shows IU networks for ASRs in different
configurations; for one-best output, there is one final node, for n-best lists there are n final nodes
1. For an extended version see also (Schlangen and Skantze 2011) in this volume.
2. The sequential relationship expressed by same level links is represented implicitly in the input sequence in Figure 1
simply by placing the increments in sequence; Figures 2 (right side), 3 and later figures make them explicit with
diamond-headed arrows between IUs. Informational dependency between input and output is represented in Figures 1
and 2 (left side) through horizontal alignment of inputs and outputs while the input has been left out in Figure 3 and no
dependencies are shown. In later figures, grounded-in links for informational dependency will be expressed by arrows
with regular heads.
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Figure 3: One-best (a), n-best (b), or lattice (c) IU output of an ASR in the IU framework.
with unconnected networks and for lattice-/tree-like structures paths are connected in a common
root, ending possibly in several final nodes. The network representation enables a parsimonious
representation of the changes to the current hypothesis from one time step to the next (i. e., the real
output increments): extension of a previous output is represented as addition of linked IUs to a
network, while (partial) contradiction is represented as the un-linking of IUs from a network and the
linking of other IUs in their place. Finally, when looking at the evolution of the IU network during
incremental processing, we are able to notice when certain IUs are added or removed.
Using this representation, both the current full or ‘quantitative’ outputs as well as the changes
between consecutive outputs can be traced. This representation along with how it changes over
time allows us to define metrics that describe (a) the quality of the results encoded in the network,
(b) when the individual contributions that form this result were created by the processor, and (c) what
else has been hypothesized by the processor along the way. We will describe how to evaluate these
three aspects of incremental processing in the following section, after briefly discussing the types of
gold standard information that are required.

4. Evaluating Incremental Processors
In the sense that will concern us in this article, evaluation is the comparison of a processor’s actual
output to some ideal output in order to assess the processor’s performance.3 Such ideal output
(often called gold standard) can be manually constructed or automatically generated using additional
knowledge that is not available to the processor that is being evaluated. The ideal output of a process
will look differently, depending on the task, and the specific goals set for a processor. Take as an
example the disfluent utterance “Pick up the fork and the knife, I mean, the spoon.” Even though
“knife” is shown to be uttered by mistake with the interregnum “I mean” and later corrected by the
reparans “spoon”, it should form part of the output of an incremental speech recognizer as these
words have undeniably been spoken. Similarly, a simple semantic analyzer should probably generate
output for both “knife” and “I mean”, though the latter should be marked as being an interregnum.
However, a pragmatic interpreter should not output take(knife), not even intermittently, as this
meaning is not what the speaker intends. Such an interpreter’s prudence will come at the cost of
timeliness, because output can only be generated when it is reasonably certain. These considerations
should be taken into account when designing the gold standard for a specific application.
3. Another paradigm for the evaluation of dialogue systems is to subjectively evaluate the end-to-end performance of
whole systems interacting with users. We will not deal with that methodology in this article, but see Section 7 for
some remarks.
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Comparing ideal to actual output is easy if one is only interested in exact correspondence of
the two: Either they are equal, or they are not. Evaluation is much more difficult if some kind of
mismatch between actual and ideal output is allowed and different kinds of mismatches should be
rated differently, that is, if what is being measured is the similarity between actual output and gold
standard. What counts as similarity between two different possible outputs is highly task-dependent
and many different similarity metrics have been developed for different tasks. (To pick two examples,
see (NIST Website 2003) for metrics for evaluating utterance segmentation, and (Papineni et al. 2002)
for a metric for evaluating the output of machine translators.)
Incremental evaluation concerns the evaluation of incremental processors, that is, the comparison
of actual outputs of such processors to ideal outputs. As explained in the previous section, an
incremental processor produces a sequence of partial outputs (one per input increment). Hence, there
is more to do than just comparing one actual output to one ideal output: We want to compare the
content of incremental outputs, the timing of contributions to the result, and the evolution of the
output over the course of processing the input sequence. Before defining metrics for these three
aspects, we will first have to turn to the targets for comparison: the gold standard.
4.1 Two Types of Gold Standards for Evaluation
We have said above that evaluation (of the kind we are aiming at in this article) is the comparison
of actual output of a given processor to output that we would ideally like to see. In the previous
section, we have shown how we can represent output of an incremental processor in a way that makes
all dimensions of incremental information (content, timing, and evolution of incremental results)
easily accessible. The question now is how we can get ideal output data that is also in this format.
Sometimes, this is easy to achieve; in other cases, some information used in this representation
cannot be recovered from typical evaluation resources, and an approximation has to be found. We
deal with the former case first, and then with the approximation case.
4.1.1 E VALUATION WITH I NCREMENTAL G OLD S TANDARDS
Figure 2 from the previous section showed the state of an incremental processor’s output IU network
after each input increment consumed. This is the format in which we would like a gold standard
for evaluation to be. Luckily, the information required for this is often available in existing ASR
evaluation resources: For the content, we need the sequence of output IUs, which in this case is a
sequence of words which is provided by the transliteration of the input (either done manually, or
automatically with an ASR). We also need the link between input increments and output increments
which in this case means that we need an alignment between words and audio signal. Again, this is
often provided by ASR evaluation resources, and if not, can be produced automatically via forced
alignment.
In Figure 2 (left side), an aligned gold standard sequence is shown in the top row (labelled
“gold”). We can see this as the final state which our incremental processor should ideally reach; but
what about the intermediate stages? These can be created from the final state by going backwards
through the input IUs and removing the current rightmost output IU whenever we go past the input
IU that marks its beginning (e. g. at time 10 we would remove “Kreuz”, at time 8 “das”, and so on.)
Following this method, the resulting gold standard demands that an output increment be created
as soon as the first corresponding input increment has been consumed; e.g., a word-IU should be
produced by an ASR as soon as the first audio frame that is part of the word in the gold standard is
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Figure 4: Four subsequent outputs for an incremental semantics component as input words are being
processed.

received. While this will often be impossible to achieve, it provides us with a well-defined upper
boundary of the performance that can be expected from an incremental processor. We call the
resulting intermediate stages the current gold standard relative to a given input increment.
This method is directly transferable to other kinds of input and output. Figure 4 shows the
incremental growth of a network representing a frame-semantics4 ; this time the input increments (in
this case words, not bits of audio) are shown in the bottom row, and the grounded-in links which
relate output to input are represented by arrows. (As the networks in this example are more complex,
steps are drawn next to each other and not in rows as in the previous figures.) If we have available
a corpus of utterances annotated with their final semantics together with information about which
words are responsible for which bits of that final semantics, we can use the same method to go
backwards through the input IUs and create the full corresponding set of IU states for partial inputs.
However, such resources are rare, as making the link between what should be known based on partial
input may not even be easy for human annotators (but see (Gallo et al. 2007) for an effort to create
such a resource). Typically, only the final correct semantics is available, with no indication of how to
create it (see e. g. the ATIS corpus as used in (He and Young 2005)). In such a case, the intermediate
outputs must be approximated from the final state; we will explain how in the next section.
4.1.2 E VALUATION WITH NON - INCREMENTAL G OLD S TANDARDS
Figure 5 shows a situation in which a fine-grained link between input and output increments cannot
be recovered from the available evaluation resource. We then simply assume that all output IUs are
grounded in all input IUs, which is the equivalent of saying that every input increment contributed
to every output increment. The figure only shows the final state, we again derive the incremental
steps from this by going backwards through the input IUs, as above. However, no desired output
will disappear from the gold standard because every output is already grounded in the very first
input increment (as we don’t know what input increment some output increment logically depends
on). Viewed in the direction of time this means that the gold standard is demanding that all output
increments be known from the beginning; this is clearly an unreasonable assumption, but as it is kept
constant, it allows to measure the gradual approach towards this ideal.
Such a representation then of course gives us less information, and hence an evaluation based
on it can only give a coarse-grained insight into the processor’s performance. If we assume that in
reality not all output information is available immediately, the best a processor can do against such
4. In the example given, the slot filling for “modus” depends on “bitte” and all following words. This is because the
modus could easily turn out to be e. g. “sarcastic” if some other word had been added later on.
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Figure 5: A semantic frame represented in the IU framework without specific dependencies between
slots and words.

a gold standard is that it fares better and better as more input comes in, and as more and more of
what will be the final representation is recovered. Likewise, we loose the ability to make fine-grained
statements about the timeliness of each output increment.
There is a third common case that can be subsumed under this one. Sometimes one may want
to build a processor that is only incremental on the input side, producing for each input increment
an output of the same type as it would for a complete, non-incremental input. An example for this
would be a processor that predicts a ‘complete’ utterance meaning based on utterance prefixes. (This
has recently been explored by Sagae et al. (2009), Schlangen et al. (2009) and Heintze et al. (2010).)
In IU-terms, the output IU is grounded in all input IUs and hence such a processor can be evaluated
against non-incremental gold standards without loss of information.
4.2 Metrics for Evaluation of Incremental Processors
We now discuss metrics that quantify differences between actual and ideal output (i. e. the gold
standard).5 We identify three categories of metrics: Overall similarity metrics (measures of equality
with or similarity to a gold standard), timing metrics (measures of the timing of relevant phenomena
w. r. t. the gold standard) and diachronic metrics (measuring change of the incremental hypotheses
over time), which we will look at in turn. These metrics illuminate the different aspects of incremental
performance of a processor, but they are not completely independent of each other (e. g. timing can
only be measured if something is correct, absolute correctness entails perfect timing and evolution,
etc.). Interrelations of metrics will be further discussed in Section 4.3.
4.2.1 S IMILARITY M ETRICS
Similarity metrics compare what should ideally be known at some point in time to what is known at
that point. The only difference that incremental evaluation brings with it is that the comparison is not
done only once, for the final output given complete input, but also for all stages that lead to this final
output. An incremental similarity evaluation hence will result in a sequence of results per full input
token (e. g. per utterance), where non-incremental similarity evaluation yields only one. To be able
5. When describing our metrics in the following subsections, we will not give fully formalised definitions. First, we
believe that the chosen level of abstraction communicates our ideas in a flexible, yet precise manner that allows
reproduction and transfer to different situations. Secondly, a full formalisation of our metrics would first require the
development of a formalism that would need to be capable of expressing subtle details about incremental processing
(including revocation of previously output hypotheses, concurrency of processing components and possible delays in
message passing). This would be, and hopefully will be, the topic of another paper.
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Figure 6: An ASR’s actual incremental output (left), the incremental gold standard (right) and a
basic similarity judgement (center): correct (C), prefix-correct (P), or incorrect (!).

to evaluate after every input increment, we need a gold standard that covers the ideal outputs after
every input increment, as explained in the previous subsection. Figure 6 shows such an incremental
gold standard and the IU network (for the same utterance as in Figure 2) produced by an incremental
ASR.
The most basic measure of similarity is correctness: We simply count how often the output IU
network is identical to the current gold standard and divide this by the total number of increments. In
Figure 6, the output is correct four times, resulting in a correctness of 40 % (ignoring the empty,
trivially correct hypotheses 1 and 2 in the calculation). Incremental processors often lag behind in
producing output for recent input. If this delay (∆) is known in advance, we can take it into account,
defining a delay-discounted correctness which, if measured at time t only expects a correctness
relative to the gold standard at time t − ∆. However, the processor’s lag will often vary with the
input, which a fixed ∆ cannot account for. In this case, we propose counting the number of times
that the processor’s output is a prefix of the ideal output at that instant and call the corresponding
metric p-correctness. In Figure 6, p-correctness is 80 %.
Correctness has a shortcoming, however, namely that many processors generate output that is
often not correct: Even the final output—that is, the output when all input increments have been
considered—may contain errors compared to the gold standard. (Imagine that the ASR in the
example from Figure 6 had generated “nehme” instead of “nimm”; this would have rendered all
output increments incorrect in this strict understanding.) In such a case, a processor’s non-incremental
deficiencies (i. e. deficiencies that also show in non-incremental processing) block the incremental
evaluation. Secondly, comparing correctness relative to an independent gold standard conflates the
overall accuracy of the processor with the quality aspects of incremental processing. There are two
possible remedies for the problem: Relaxing the equality condition to some task-dependent similarity
measure (that is, changing what counts as correct), or changing the gold standard in such a way that
it is guaranteed that final results are regarded as correct. We discuss the latter approach first as it
allows for a clean separation between incremental and non-incremental performance.
If we want to ensure that the final output of a processor counts as correct, we can simply use this
final output as the gold standard and derive from it the set of current gold standards. To distinguish
this from correctness as compared to an independent gold standard, we call the measure r-correctness (for relatively correct, relative to the processor’s final output). This separates the evaluation
of incremental and non-incremental quality aspects: To learn about the overall (non-incremental)
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quality of the processor, we use standard metrics to compare its output given a complete input with a
“true” (externally generated) gold standard; to focus on the incremental quality, we use r-correctness. As a general rule of thumb, incremental performance will improve with improvements to
non-incremental performance.
The alternative approach of relaxing the equality condition leads us to using task dependent
evaluation techniques that make it possible to measure the similarity (and not just identity) of
IU networks. Which non-incremental measure should be used as the basis for such incremental
performance measure depends on the task at hand: For example, incremental speech recognition
can be evaluated with WER or CER (Boros et al. 1996), syntactic parsing with measures for tree
comparison (Carroll et al. 1998), semantics by calculating f-measure between frame pairs, or, as a
more complex example, specific metrics for natural language generation (Reiter and Belz 2009). We
can ‘incrementalize’ such metrics simply by making comparisons at each input time step, comparing
actual output and current gold standard, as explained above. Typically, we will be interested in the
average of this metric (how similar in general is the output, no matter how partial the input?), but we
may also want to explore results at different grades of completeness (does the processor perform
worse on smaller prefixes than on longer ones?), or the performance development over time.
Also, we may want to allow for certain output differences over time, something that is unique
to incremental processing. For example, an ASR may produce in sequence the hypotheses “grün”,
“grüne”, and finally “grünes” as it successively consumes more input. In certain settings, already
the first hypothesis may be close enough so that the consuming processor can start to work, and the
subsequent hypotheses would not count as contradictions. In such a case, we can set up the similarity
metric so that it would allow all variants in the comparison with the gold standard, creating a kind of
incremental concept error metric which weighs “sensible” mistakes as less serious than non-sensible
mistakes.
We close with a discussion of two more similarity metrics. F-score, the harmonic mean of
precision and recall, is a useful metric for similarity when the output representation is a ‘bag’ of
concepts and no timing information is available in the gold standard. In such a setting, we can expect
the score to be very low at the beginning (hardly any slot, compared to the correct representation for
the complete input, will have been filled in the beginning) and to rise over time, as more slots are
being filled (hopefully correctly). In this case, the shape of f-score curves plotted over different
grades of input completeness can become an informative derived measure.
Finally, we can value mistakes differently at different stages through the input. This is especially
appropriate for processors that predict complete outputs (see discussion above at the end of Section 4.1.2). Defining a time-adjusted error, we can value certain events (e. g. a processor deciding
on the special class “undecided”) differently, depending on how much of the input has been seen:
Indecision is understandable at the beginning of input, but the more one has seen, the more not
making a decision becomes just like making a wrong decision.6
4.2.2 T IMING M ETRICS
Timing metrics measure when some notable event happens in incremental output relative to some
reference time from the gold standard. All other things being equal, we prefer incremental processors
6. There is a moral for life here.
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that give good and reliable results as early as possible; our timing metrics allow us to give a precise
meaning to this.
As mentioned above, a characteristic of incremental processing is that hypotheses may have to
be revised in the light of subsequent input. This revision means that there are two events specifically
that are informative about the performance of the processor: When information becomes available,
and when it is not revised any more. We capture this with the following two metrics:
• timing of the first occurrence of an output increment (FO),
• timing of the final decision for an output increment (FD).
The statistics of these events over a test corpus convey useful information: The average FO tells us
when (on average) consuming components can usefully start to work on their input, the average FD
tells us when a decision becomes stable and can be relied upon. In principle, we might be specifically
interested in these metrics for certain tokens in our corpus, or would like to take a close look at the
distributions of FO and FD in the corpus. However, we restrict the analyses in Section 5 to reporting
means, medians and standard deviations to describe the distributions.
To determine timing measures, we use the time difference between the occurrence of the IU in
the output relative to the gold standard IU’s timing. There are two issues with this that have to be
resolved: One is that the gold standard by definition only contains timing information for correct
output, and hence, we can only compute these timing measures for increments that we find in the
gold standard; the other is that for those correct outputs, we need to decide on how to anchor the
timing comparison.
For the problem of (possibly) missing references in the gold standard for incorrect increments we
can use an automatic alignment between output and gold standard to find references for non-matching
increments. Alternatively, the final (possibly incorrect) output of the processor may be used to derive
the incremental gold standard (as we did for similarity metrics). Again, this separates the question of
how well the processor performs compared to an external standard from the question of how well it
performs incrementally; here, the measures will tell us how fast and how stable the processor is in
making the decisions it will ultimately make anyway.
Regarding the anchoring of the metrics, we measure FO from the beginning of the gold IU; this
again encourages speculation to happen as soon as some of the cues relevant for the IU become
available. The ‘faster’ a processor is, the lower its average FO will be—some processors may even
achieve a negative average FO, if they often predict output before any (direct) evidence for it was
available. Conversely, for FD (the time until an IU is not withdrawn anymore) it makes sense to anchor
in the end of the gold IU, which is the moment when all information regarding this IU has been seen.
The more reliable a processor is, the lower its average FD will be. (FD can only be measured after
processing has finished; during processing it is unknown whether an IU will be withdrawn later on.)
There will be detailed examples of the application of these metrics in the following section, but
as a first illustration, for “bitte” in Figure 6 above, the first occurrence is at step 7, while it should
have appeared at time 6, hence FO(bitte) is 1. As “bitte” is temporarily replaced by “bis”, the final
decision is at step 9. Looking back at the time-alignment in Figure 2 we see that the alignment of
“bitte” actually changes between step 8 and 9 (and is only correct at step 9). Depending on whether
we include this difference in our evaluation FD(bitte) is 1 or 2.
Whether timing metrics should be measured on an absolute or relative scale will depend on the
task at hand and the granularity of the available gold standard. For example, we evaluate timing of
ASR output in milliseconds, but timing of reference resolution as utterance-percentages in Section 5.
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4.2.3 D IACHRONIC M ETRICS
In some sense, the types of metrics presented so far cast a static look on the processing results, with
the similarity metrics telling us whether a result (at a given time step) is correct or not, and the
timing measures telling us when correct results become available, given the whole set of outputs.
The metrics we discuss now round out the set of metrics by telling us what happens over the course
of processing the input—the diachronic evolution of the final results.
We measure this diachronically in the processor’s incremental output by counting the edits to the
IU network that are made over time, and in particular, counting the proportion of unnecessary edits.
As discussed above, from one processing step to the next, there may be additions, revocations, and
substitutions of IUs in the network. (This was illustrated in the middle column in Figure 2 above.) To
build a final result comprised of n increments, it takes at least n addition operations. If an incremental
processor ever ‘changes its mind’ about previous output, it will need more edit operations to revoke
or substitute a previously output increment. We call the proportion of unnecessary or even harmful
edits among the overall edits the processor’s edit overhead (EO).7 (In our running example from
Figure 2 above, there are 10 edit operations for a total of 4 words, resulting in an EO of 60 %.)
Why does edit overhead matter, and why do we need another metric to cover this? Remember
that in incremental systems, the idea is that subsequent components start to work immediately with
incremental outputs of their predecessors. Hence, unnecessary edits mean unnecessary work for
all consumers (and, possibly, for their consumers). A processor that frequently changes previously
output hypotheses (we call such changes jitter) may still go unpunished in similarity metrics (as
it may produce the same amount of correct intermediate results, but in a “harmful” order) and
while there are influences on timing metrics (see next subsection), edit overhead allows for a direct
quantification.
Another kind of diachronic metric can be derived from timing metrics: We call the (average)
difference between FO and FD, i. e. the time it takes for an increment to be first hypothesized and
to have settled, correction time. We can base an external confidence measure on this statistic,
combined with the ‘age’ of an increment (the time that it has survived without being recalled): For
example, if a processor is known to have a correction time of less than 500 ms for, say, 90 % of its
output IUs, then we can be certain to a degree of 90 % that some IU will not change any more once it
has been around for 500 ms. While this does not tell us whether an IU is final or not, it helps us to
make probabilistic judgements.
4.3 Interrelations between Metrics
In general, one wants a processor to perform as good as possible in all the metrics presented above.
In practice, this may often be impossible. To begin with, there are some simple interrelations: Perfect
correctness is equivalent to perfect FO and FD. Both entail zero edit overhead, however the reverse
does not hold as the ‘good’ edits may have happened at incorrect processing steps.
A processor that is not always correct will always be faced with trade-offs: Improving timeliness
(FO) by making it hazard guesses earlier will mean that it is more likely to get something wrong
(hurting both correctness and EO). Reducing EO, while being one of our main objectives in Section 6,
usually also delays decisions, hurting FO. Contrastingly, FD may improve when effort is put into
7. Depending on the operational costs for the consumers of the incremental output, we may want to assign different costs
to addition, revocation and substitution. For example, in the example evaluations discussed in the next section, we
assign a cost of 2 to the substitution operation.
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Table 1: Summary of metrics for incremental evaluations
name
similarity metrics
correctness
r-correctness
discounted (r-)correctness
p-correctness
time-adjusted error
f-score curves
WER/CER curves
timing metrics
FO
FD

diachronic metrics
EO
correction time

characterisation
proportion of ideal intermediate results
incrementally correct relative to the non-incremental result
results at time t are compared to gold standard at time t − ∆
results that are a prefix of their gold standard
weighs indecision depending on how much has been seen
average development of f-score over time
development of task-specific metrics over time
first occurrence of an output increment
final decision for an output increment
– measured in milliseconds
– measured as utterance percentage
edit overhead, proportion of unnecessary edits
FD – FO, time it takes for an increment to become final

see also
Sec. 4.2.1
Sec. 5.2
Sec. 5.1
Sec. 6.1
Sec. 5.1
Sec. 5.4
Sec. 5.3
Sec. 5.4
Sec. 4.2.2

Sec. 5.1
Sec. 5.2
Sec. 4.2.3
Sec. 5.1, 5.2
Sec. 5.1, 6.2

reducing spurious edits. High correctness is not a suitable target per se—a clairvoyant processor
outputting the correct final result right from the beginning would even be incorrect against an
incremental gold standard up until the very end. However, similarity is a good indicator of whether
processing is running as expected and the development of a measure over time can give insights in
both processing and properties of the corpus.
As a general rule of thumb, improving a processor’s non-incremental performance (that is, the
result for the complete input sequence) will also improve the incremental properties, as non-incremental performance is an upper bound for all incremental processing. Finally, good performance in
some metric may be more important than in another for a given application. This has to be taken
into account when comparing different processors (or post-processing techniques as described in
Section 6) for a given task.
4.4 Summary of Metrics
Table 1 gives a short characterisation for the metrics described in this section. We first described
correctness, as base-measure for similarity and explained how it can be extended to full-blown,
task-dependent similarity metrics based on traditional, non-incremental similarity metrics, with
f-score being the most generic, and that it is helpful to plot curves of these metrics over time.
Also, we noted that using the processor’s final output as gold standard enables the separation of the
evaluation of incremental performance from non-incremental performance (r-correctness). We
also proposed a time-adjusted error if a fully incremental gold standard is not available. We then
described how the timing of a processor’s output can be evaluated by measuring when increments
first occur (FO) and when the final decision for them happens (FD). We also discussed anchoring
points and temporal scales for these timings. Finally, we discussed the diachronic dimension of
incremental processing and used edit overhead (possibly with differently weighted edit operations
to account for consumer’s needs) and correction time as our diachronic metrics.
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Figure 7: The twelve Pentomino pieces individually (left) and arranged to form an elephant.
We will instantiate these metrics and give exemplary evaluations in the following section before
showing how to make trade-offs by exploiting the interrelations between metrics in Section 6. As a
quick guide, we have also noted the most relevant subsections for every metric in Table 1.

5. Example Evaluations
To give concrete examples of how the metrics developed in the previous section can be used to make
statements about the performance of incremental processing modules, we now present evaluation
experiments we have performed on incremental processors that we have developed.8 The presentation
is in order of increasing complexity of the IU networks that are output by the processors. We start
with examples of our incremental speech recognizer (which produces sequences of IUs) and proceed
to our semantic components, first a reference resolver (which outputs just one current IU) and then
a semantic chunker (which creates hierarchically ordered sets of IUs). The last part of this section
is dedicated to a look at n-best processing, which includes results from both ASR as well as the
semantic chunker.
5.1 Evaluation of Incremental ASR
In this section we report our evaluation effort of incremental speech recognition. We first show
how to capture performance with our metrics, and then investigate how the metrics are affected by
variations to the quality of the underlying speech recognition.
5.1.1 C APTURING THE P ERFORMANCE OF I NCREMENTAL S PEECH R ECOGNISERS
We use the large-vocabulary continuous-speech recognition framework Sphinx-4 (Walker et al. 2004)
for our experiments, using the built-in LexTree decoder, extended by us to provide incremental
results. We trained acoustic models for German and a trigram language model that is based on
8. These data have been published before (for Section 5.1 in (Baumann et al. 2009a), for Section 5.2 in (Schlangen et al.
2009), for Section 5.3 in (Atterer et al. 2009), and finally for Section 5.4 in (Baumann et al. 2009b)) but we reformulate
the results in the light of the unified presentation of the metrics outlined above in Section 4. We describe the processor’s
details and experimental setups only as is necessary for this article’s topic; for details see the aforementioned papers.
Additionally, please note that all our experiments were conducted with German data. At first blush, this may
be seen as problematic for a claim of general applicability. However, we do not see any principled reason why the
methodology should not transfer to other languages. Concrete results (e. g. timing tendencies) may be different across
different languages, for example due to differences in canonical word order, but the evaluative function of the metrics
when applied within one language should be preserved, as higher measures in a metric still signal better performance.
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Table 2: Base measurements for our incremental ASR component
SER (non-incremental)
WER (non-incremental)
r-correctness
p-correctness
edit overhead
FO: mean, stddev, median
FD: mean, stddev, median
mean word duration
immediately correct

68.2 %
18.8 %
30.9 %
53.1 %
90.5 %
0.276 s, 0.186 s, 0.230 s
0.004 s, 0.268 s, –0.06 s
0.378 s
58.6 %

spontaneous instructions in a puzzle building domain. The test data is also from that domain. In our
domain, which is also the basis for the other evaluations reported below, twelve geometric puzzle
pieces (Pentominos) are to be described, moved, rotated or otherwise manipulated by the experiment
participants. In some of the experiments, puzzle pieces are coloured; in dialogue and Wizard-of-Oz
experiments, an instructor tells a follower (or the wizard) how to place the pieces, most often to form
an elephant as in Figure 7.
For this evaluation, we tried to separate incremental from non-incremental performance. Hence,
we give the non-incremental word error rate (and sentence error rate) and calculate incremental
r-correctness relative to the ASR’s final results. Additionally, we observed that the ASR often
lagged behind at word boundaries: The previous word was usually extended over a few hundred
milliseconds, before the next word started. To account for such errors, we also measure p-correctness.
Table 2 shows the results for our evaluation. The ASR’s non-incremental WER is 18.8 % (which
is a fair value for spontaneous speech (Finke et al. 1997)), and of all incremental hypotheses, 30.9 %
are correct w. r. t. the final hypothesis, and 53.1 % are at least a prefix of what would be correct. Still,
we see a substantial edit overhead of 90.5 %, meaning that there were ten times as many edits as
there would be in a perfect system.
Timing metrics were calculated in absolute wall-clock time from the left (FO) respectively right
(FD) word boundaries. Their means, standard deviation and median are also given in Table 2. On
average, the correct hypothesis about a word becomes available 276 ms after the word has started
(FO). With a mean word duration of 378 ms this means that information becomes available after
roughly 3/4 of the word have been spoken. On average, a word becomes final (i. e. is not changed any
more) when it has just about ended (mean(FD) = 0.004).
We also analysed the correction time for r-correct words (FD−FO). Of all words, 58.6 %
were immediately correct. The distribution of correction times for correct words is given in Figure 8,
giving the percentage of words with correction times equal to or lower than the time on the x-axis.
While this starts at the initial 58.6 % of words that were immediately correct, it rises above 90 % for
a correction time of 320 ms and above 95 % for 550 ms. Inversely this means that we can be certain
to 90 % (or 95 %) that a current correct hypothesis about a word will not change anymore once it has
not been revoked for 320 ms (or 550 ms respectively). (Notice that we should calculate correction
time for all and not just for r-correct word IUs. This is, however, a computationally complex task,
as in that case timings of all intermediate hypotheses have to be computed. Our experience is that
wrong hypotheses die off quickly, so that a curve of correction times for all hypothesized words – not
just correct ones – should be even steeper.)
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Figure 8: Distribution of correction times (FD − FO).

We concluded from this experiment that our metrics give us useful information about the
performance of the component. For example, we now know when (on average) we can expect
incremental output in relation to when it has been spoken, and how certain we can be about the
‘finality’ of this output.
5.1.2 S TABILITY OF THE I NCREMENTAL M EASURES
To test the dependency of our measures on details of the specific setting, such as audio quality and
language model reliability, we varied these factors systematically, by adding white noise to the audio
and changing the language model weight relative to the acoustic model (LM weight was 8 in the
experiment mentioned above). We varied the noise to produce signal to noise ratios ranging from
hardly audible (−20 dB), through annoying noise (−10 dB) to barely understandable audio (0 dB).
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Figure 9: Correctness, EO and non-incremental
Word Error Rate (WER) with varied
language model weights.
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Figure 10: Correctness, EO and non-incremental
Word Error Rate (WER) with additive
noise.
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Figure 9 gives an overview of the performance with different LM weights and Figure 10 with
degraded audio signals. Overall, we see that r-correctness and EO remain remarkably stable with
different LM and AM performance and correspondingly degraded non-incremental WER. A tendency
can be seen that higher LM weights result in higher correctness and lower EO. A higher LM weight
leads to less influence of acoustic events which dynamically change hypotheses, while the static
knowledge from the LM becomes more important, thus reducing jitter.
We conclude that non-incremental and incremental measures are highly decoupled and both give
fairly independent views of the processor’s overall performance across the variations of the setting.
5.2 Evaluation of Incremental Reference Resolution
In this section we evaluate a component for incremental reference resolution. We define incremental
reference resolution (IRR) as the task of inferring the referent referred to in an utterance, while this
utterance is going on. The component we evaluate uses a data-driven methodology, and was trained
(and cross-validated) on a corpus of 684 utterances, each referencing one of the puzzle pieces in
descriptive language.
The IRR processor consumes word IUs. For evaluation, these were derived from text transcriptions of the test corpora used. Employing a referent-specific language model trained with the SRI
LM package (Stolcke 2002), the processor arrives at a likelihood belief distribution over the twelve
pieces in the domain after each word IU. This distribution was updated with each incoming IU and
the top-most referent was evaluated against the gold standard.
In terms of the metrics defined here, the study determined edit overhead, FO and FD. Additionally, we looked at how correctness improved with utterance completion. Notable experimental
conditions included using n-best lists and various language models trained with and without pseudowords for hesitations and silences to test robustness against disfluencies. In addition, an adaptive
threshold strategy was employed such that a new belief decision is only made if the maximal value
after the current word IU is above a certain threshold, where this threshold is reset every time this
condition is met.
The complete set of experimental results is displayed in Table 3. Best results for FO and FD
were found at 30.43 % (n-best with disfluencies) and 70.89 % (adaptive threshold, no disfluency) of
utterance completion respectively. Correctness was topped at 37.81 % using n-best processing with
disfluencies. EO was low at 69.61 % using adaptive threshold strategy.
These figures allow some initial performance analysis along the incremental dimensions. Timing
metrics FO and FD show promising results, as the processor was able to correctly hypothesise user

Table 3: First occurrence, first decision, edit overhead and correctness for our incremental reference
resolution component with (w/ h) and without hesitations (w/o h) used by the processor.
model:
measures
FO
FD
EO
correctness

n-best
w/ h
w/o h
30.4 % 33.7 %
87.7 % 85.0 %
93.5 % 90.7 %
37.8 % 36.8 %

rnd-nb
29.6 %
97.1 %
96.7 %
23.4 %

adapt
w/ h
w/o h
53.9 % 55.3 %
71.2 % 70.9 %
69.6 % 67.7 %
23.0 % 26.6 %
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max
w/ h
w/o h
46.6 % 49.3 %
96.1 % 94.3 %
92.6 % 89.4 %
17.8 % 20.2%

random
42.6 %
98.4 %
93.2 %
7.8%
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intention on average as early as after a third of the input utterance and offer a stable hypothesis
after roughly two-thirds (albeit under different experimental conditions). Also, reference resolution
edit overhead stayed far below that of the ASR, discussed above. We conclude that the metrics
were useful in describing the performance of this component, and allow us to perform meaningful
comparisons between the variations of the model.
5.3 Evaluation of Incremental Semantics Construction
In addition to the statistical IRR component described above, we evaluated a rule-based semantic
chunker (described in (Atterer and Schlangen 2009)) on this task. The chunker also consumes
word IUs and, based on chunks defined in a grammar, fills slots in a semantic frame. We present
results from two evaluations of this component, one in which the input words came from corpus
transcriptions and another in which they were taken from actual ASR output.
5.3.1 E VALUATION WITH I DEAL I NPUT
The initial text-only evaluation using data from task-oriented corpora in the puzzle domain described
above provided timing and similarity measures for all slots in a semantic frame (piece involved,
action, possibly parameters of that action). FO and FD were determined for each utterances’ frame
interpretation. The frame FO was below 40 % of utterance completion for almost all utterances,
with gold standard transcriptions filling at least one slot. FD was generally achieved between 85 %
utterance completion and the utterance’s end.9
The results from the study are re-represented in Figure 11 as recall, precision and f-score.
The gold standard available for evaluation did not include linkage information between individual
input and output IUs, so precise reasoning about each input IU’s performance with respect to
correctness or timing was impossible. For this reason, we reverted to using f-score which provides
a natural workaround for this shortcoming.
Portability of experimental results is one of our aims in re-presenting this data here. As such,
this representation provides a point of comparison to (Sagae et al. 2009), who present a similar
approach employing similar measures. While training of the incremental semantic models for the
two approaches varies, the experimental findings are very similar. Both models exhibit an initial
f-score of approximately 20 % progressing to an asymptotical final of just below 80 %, exhibiting
similar gains along the way. This similarity provides some preliminary conclusions about the nature
of stability and accuracy of partial complex NLU hypotheses. Building on the work by Sagae et al.
(2009), DeVault et al. (2009) train a classifier to decide on when the interpretation of an utterance
is likely to not improve any further. This is similar in spirit to our output optimisation techniques
discussed in Section 6.
5.3.2 E VALUATION WITH ASR O UTPUT
We also evaluated the chunker with actual ASR output (and including ASR timing information)
using a sub-domain in which users were asked to describe one of the puzzle pieces using descriptive
language.10 We collected an evaluation corpus in a Wizard of Oz study; the gold standard for the
9. Note that these numbers are based on word counts rather than wall clock timing, which would be less meaningful for a
word-based processor.
10. Since we are only interested in one of the slots filled by the chunker, the one referring to the piece in question, the task
may perhaps more aptly be described as chunk-based reference resolution.
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Figure 11: Recall, precision and f-score of the semantics component at different positions in the
utterance (from Atterer and Schlangen (2009), metrics recalculated).

ASR was hand-transcribed, while gold for the chunker was derived from meta-information (each
scene of the study was associated with a single puzzle piece.) The one-best case in that study is
available as a baseline, resulting in FO at 51.2 %.
This is in line with some of the findings from evaluating our IRR component in Section 5.2. This
observation is relevant in several respects. The FO data is a measure of response time. By seeing
similar results in both components for responsiveness, we validate our hypothesis that something can
be known about a user’s intention early on in the utterances. In addition, as we noted when comparing
our results with (Sagae et al. 2009), we now have a rough indication what this responsiveness might
be (or at least an operating point on which to improve, see Section 6 below). Lastly, since these two
components can be charged with solving overlapping tasks (in our case resolving references quickly),
and since our intention here is to enable informed comparisons of two or more components, we now
have the tools to do so from a timing perspective.
5.4 Evaluation with Incremental ASR N-Best Results
The ASR results of the study described in the previous subsection also included n-best lists, which
we used to gauge the overall effect, beneficial or adverse, of considering recognition alternatives on
the three dimensions of incremental evaluation: similarity, timing, and evolution.
For each incremental ASR result obtained we measured WER, as well as correctness as a concept
error rate, CER, as per the reference resolution task.11 Notice that we made CER time adjusted, i. e. an
unfilled concept was counted as a small error early on in the utterance, but as a full error towards the
end. We then calculated oracle and anti-oracle scores for WER and CER. An oracle error rate for an
n-best list is the error rate of the best hypothesis contained in the list; correspondingly, an anti-oracle
score is the worst score in the list. This gave us potential gains in WER, CER, and FO, associated with
being able to identify the best hypothesis among the N , as well as the risk associated with picking
the worst instead. In addition, by observing the output for all N over time, we were able to observe
11. For performance reasons we limited the ASR’s beam width and set N to a maximum of 100,000.
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Figure 12: Incremental oracle concept error rate for selected N in n-best processing.

the effect of n-best processing on edit overhead, as presumably the number of unnecessary changes
would increase.
Results from ranking the n-best list for oracle WER were sobering. Using the recognition results
associated with oracle WER, provided little or no gain in CER. However, there were timing benefits:
We observed a 20 % potential gain in FO from a baseline 51.2 % to an oracle 41.0 % (i. e. ASR results
in the n-best list existed that resolved references on average that much sooner than a one-best result
would have). However, this gain came with a significant (150-fold) increase in edit overhead,
which is clearly unacceptable and results from the sporadically huge n-best lists during recognition.
We repeated the evaluation with capped n-best lists. Already low values of maxN promised
similar (but smaller) gains in correctness, the same reduction in FO, but a significant reduction in
edit overhead (e. g. at a low maxN of 11, it halved to 60-fold over the one-best baseline). Graphs
for various settings of maxN and corresponding oracle CER are shown in Figure 12. Note that CER
rises because we employed an adjusted error as mentioned above. The final drop can be attributed
to a syntactic phenomenon in the data set.
Without a method for determining the best result in an n-best list the benefits just outlined remain
hypothetical. We will now discuss methods that are available for improving incremental processors.

6. Optimising the Output of Incremental Processors
In the previous section, we showed some example incremental processors and how they fared in
evaluations of their respective tasks. In this section, we demonstrate simple (incremental) postprocessing techniques to improve the output of an incremental processor.
These techniques are aimed mainly at the reduction of edit overhead, as this was one of the
major problems that came up in our evaluations. So far, they are mostly only tested on ASR
output (where the problem of edit overhead is most severe), but apply equally to other incremental
processors.12 The graphs presented in these subsections are similar in spirit to Zilberstein’s (1996)
12. This is especially true for other kinds of ‘input’ processors, that receive input from the outside world (e. g. gesture and
face recognition).
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performance profiles allowing to analyse where some delay can hopefully result in the largest
improvements of an overall system.
Finally, we give a theoretical discussion of how post-processing is helpful even if edit overhead
is not an issue, as is typically the case in what we call ‘beat-driven’ systems.
6.1 Right Context
Incremental processing is hard due to the fact that a processor is expected to output a result as soon
as some input becomes available. Obviously, some results will be wrong, as the correct final output
can not yet be determined from the very beginning (cmp. the discussion in Section 4.2.3 above). A
simple strategy to improve results is to allow the processor some right context which it can use as
input, but for which it does not yet have to provide any output. For example, typical ASR systems
use this strategy internally at word boundaries (with very short right contexts) in order to restrict the
language model hypotheses to an acoustically plausible subset (Ortmanns and Ney 2000).
In the experiment described here, we allow the ASR a larger right context of size ∆ by taking into
account at time t the output of the ASR up to time t − ∆ only. That is, what the ASR hypothesises
about the right context is considered to be too immature and is discarded, while the hypotheses about
the input up to t − ∆ have the benefit of a lookahead up to t. This reduces the jitter, which is found
mostly to the very right of the incremental hypotheses. Thus, we expect to reduce the edit overhead
in proportion with ∆. On the other hand, allowing the use of a right context leads to the current
hypothesis lagging behind the gold standard. (Correspondingly, FO increases by ∆.) Obviously, using
only information up to t − ∆ has averse effects on correctness as well, as this measure evaluates the
word sequences up to time t which may already contain more words (those in the right context). To
account for this lag (which is known in advance), we also report a discounted r-correctness.
Figure 13 details the results for the data from Section 5.1 with right context between 1.5 s and
−0.2 s. (The x-axis plots ∆ as negative values, with 0 being “now”. Results for a right context (∆)
of 1.2 can thus be found 1.2 to the left of 0, at −1.2.) We see that at least in the discounted measure,
fixed lag performs quite well at improving both the processor’s correctness and EO. This is due to
the fact that ASR hypotheses become more and more stable when given more right context. However
even for fairly long lags, late edits cannot be ruled out entirely.
To illustrate the effect of a system that does not support editing of hypotheses but immediately
commits itself to an hypothesis we plot the fixed WER that would be reached by such a system
after a right context of ∆. As can be seen in the figure, it is extremely high for low right contexts
(exceeding 100 % for ∆ ≤ 400 ms) and remains substantially higher than the non-incremental WER
even for fairly large right contexts. Actually, the WER plot by Wachsmuth et al. (1998) looks very
similar.
As expected, the analysis of timing measures shows an increase with larger right contexts with
their mean values quickly approaching ∆ (or ∆− mean word duration for FD), which are the lower
bounds when using right context. Correspondingly, the percentage of immediately correct hypotheses
increases with right context reaching 90 % for ∆ = 580 ms and 98 % for ∆ = 1060 ms.
Finally, we can extend the concept of right context into negative values, predicting the future, as
it were. By choosing a negative right context, in which we extrapolate the last hypothesis state by ∆
into the future, we can measure the correctness of our hypotheses correctly predicting the near future.
The graph shows that 15 % of our hypotheses will still be correct 100 ms in the future and 10 % will
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still be correct for 170 ms. Unfortunately, there is no way to tell apart hypotheses that will survive
and those which will soon be revised.

6.2 Hypothesis Smoothing
In the previous method we suppressed wrong edits by avoiding the recognition jitter that the ASR
produces in the ‘youngest’ parts of its recognition results. In this section, we look at the diachronic
evolution of the results and use the age of an hypothesized increment as a cue. (This is similar in
spirit to using correction time to determine the certainty that an IU will last.) We simply only pass
on an IU if it reaches a certain age N , that is, it is part of N consecutive hypotheses. To illustrate the
process with N = 2 we return to Figure 2. Neither of the words “bis”, or “es” would ever be output,
because they are only present for one time-interval each. Edits would occur at the following times:
⊕(nimm) at t6 , ⊕(bitte) at t10 (only then is “bitte” the result of two consecutive hypotheses) and
⊕(das) at t12 and so on. With a smoothing factor of N = 2, no words are revoked in the example,
because all revocations last for only 1 time-step. Yet, in general, changes can of course still occur,
namely if it is called for by at least N consecutive time-steps.
For this strategy, as can be seen in Figure 14, edit overhead falls rapidly, reaching 50 % (for
each edit necessary, there is one superfluous edit, EO parity) with only 110 ms and 10 % with 320 ms.
(The same thresholds are reached through the use of right context at 530 ms and 1150 ms respectively
as shown above.) Likewise, the prefix correctness improvements are better than when using right
context, indicating the effectiveness of the technique. At the same time, r-correctness is poor.
This is due to correct hypotheses being held back too long due to the hypothesis sequence being
interspersed with wrong hypotheses (which only last for few consecutive hypotheses), resetting
the counter until the add message (for the prevalent and potentially correct word) is sent. Still, the
positive effects of hypothesis smoothing outweigh its disadvantages, as we reach EO parity with N
at 110 ms instead of ∆ = 530 ms leading to an increase in FO of 140 ms and in FD of 67 ms. When
comparing to increases of at least 530 ms using right context, results are rather impressive.
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6.3 Optimising for Beat-Driven Systems
When we described the advantages of the above methods, we put a special focus on edit overhead,
as this is a very important metric in our event-based spoken dialogue system architecture (Schlangen
and Skantze 2009, Schlangen et al. 2010).
Some incremental spoken dialogue systems (DeVault et al. 2009, Raux and Eskenazi 2009) follow
a different approach to incremental processing, which we here call the beat-driven approach. In
such systems, processing is done repeatedly (at a fixed or flexible rate) on the partial input available
so far. While the system and its components may or may not know about the fact that they are
repeatedly processing partial (and unfolding) input, they do not usually take that into account while
processing. Instead, they completely reprocess all input at every beat.13 Obviously, for such a system
edit overhead is not an issue, because all intermediate results are recomputed at every beat regardless
of previous input. In this section, we want to show how an incremental processor may optimise its
output for a beat-driven consumer.
Again, we take as an example our incremental speech recognition component. Our processor,
as explained above, is suited to only output messages once new information is available. In the
previous subsections, we have shown ways of increasing the reliability of such messages, and have
mostly been concerned with reducing the edit overhead from messages that have to be revoked and
changed. Here we are concerned with the increased correctness (and prefix-correctness) of the
output when the above improvements are carried out.
Consider a system with a beat β of 200 ms, which polls the ASR at every 200 ms for its most
recent result. In such a setting correctness remains the same (as—on average—the results at every
200 ms will be just as good or bad as all other incremental results). However, new output increments
will be delayed on average by β/2 because they are only registered on the next beat (which is, on
average, β/2 into the future). Thus, as timing is already worse due to querying results only when the
beat falls, adding an additional small delay through the use of smoothing or right context as described
above may be well justified by the resulting increase in correctness.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this article we have presented a general approach to representing the output of what we call
incremental processors, that is, components in incremental dialogue processing systems. We have
discussed how gold standards can be created in the same format, to enable evaluation based on the
comparison of actual and ideal output. Sometimes, resources for producing a fully incremental gold
standard may not be available; we have discussed ways to approximate one in these cases. We have
then presented three types of metrics: (1) timing metrics, (2) similarity metrics and (3) diachronic
metrics, measuring incrementality in terms of speed, accuracy and change over time, respectively.
Presenting our own evaluations of various incremental modules, we have demonstrated how these
metrics can usefully characterise performance and how they can guide optimisation techniques that
improve performance without changes to the internal workings of the modules. We hope that these
metrics and methods will be of use in the wider community and improve comparability of results and
the exchangeability of modules.
13. We do not claim that one or the other method is superior to the other, at least not from a system point of view. (We do
think, however, that repeated re-processing is psycho-linguistically rather implausible.) While starting from previous
results potentially saves processing cycles, it also incurs book-keeping overheads. Also, the beat-driven approach
allows to easily integrate originally non-incremental components into an incremental system.
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Our discussion focused on incremental processors that are tasked with input recognition and
interpretation. We did not discuss how these metrics can be applied to the evaluating of processors that
are concerned with ‘later’ aspects of dialogue, such as producing system behaviour and generating
output. There are some recent efforts in this direction, such as (Skantze and Hjalmarsson 2010, Buß
and Schlangen 2010) and (Buß et al. 2010). How exactly the metrics presented here relate to these
efforts is an open question we currently explore.
Also missing from our discussions is the issue of how the characterisation of the performance
of components relates to that of systems, or more concretely, how improvements of the former can
lead to improvements of the latter. Zilberstein (1996) analyses how performance profiles for anytime
algorithms can be used to find an optimal resource allocation when combining several components to
form a complex system. In incremental processing, a similar analysis of how incremental metrics (e. g.
timing) aggregate in a complex system and how and where to best apply optimisation techniques
in the system would make for very helpful future work. The profiles which we report for the
optimization techniques in Section 6 can be seen as a first step in this direction. Finally, feed-back
loops as in Wirén’s (1992) full incrementality may incurr additional challenges.
On a less technical account, the ‘success’ of spoken dialogue systems is usually measured in
terms such as user satisfaction or task success. The prediction is that that there is at least an indirect
connection between such subjective measures and the performance metrics discussed in this article,
since user-facing behaviours that are enabled by incremental processing (e. g., fast turn-taking,
backchannels; see discussion in (Buß and Schlangen 2010)) should benefit from improvements in
incremental processing. The exact nature of this connection, however, and the place of the metrics in
system-evaluation frameworks like (Walker et al. 1997) or (Möller and Ward 2008) will have to be
explored in future work.
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